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Introduction
The existence of periodic solutions of parabolic problems has been proved by Smulev [26] , Kruzko~ [19] , and Kolesov [17] . Friedman [8 -12J and others [6, 13, 18, 21, 24 ,28J studied the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of parabolic initial boundary valueproblems and showed that these 'functions u: (x,t)~u(x,t) frequently converge in time~tq a steady state u*: x >-:-u*(x) which may be gained as solution ofa boundary value problem. The present paper concerns the --numerical solution of such problems.
For the practical computation the knowledge of the steady state u* has been used first by Greenspan [15] and later by Carasso-Parter [4] and Carasso [5] in two important papers. They put in this 'boundary value technique' u(.,T) = u* forsufficiently large T and approximate by this way the original initial boundary value problem by a boundary value problem. In solving the latter the characteristic difficulties of stability of initial boundary problems appear in some milder form while the computational effort depends on the o * .. speed with which u(. ,t) converges to u . The approxlmatlng bounda~y problem is solved by finite difference methods as " in elliptic problems. We drop in this paper some restricting assumptions [5,p. 307] by choosing a norm more adequate to the given problem. Furthe~, the proof of convergence in [5] is simplified by means of the monotonicity principle of Minty [22, 23] (ii) Let c be continuously differentiable in Z+, and let be a function which we shall define more exactly later. Put (2) 4 -
Follow~ng GreenBpan [15) , Carasso-P~rter [4] , and Carasso
We collect the OOxN(!1t)equations (3) in the usual way, i.e. keeping first n = 1 fixed and going from k =lto k =00 then keeping n =2 fixed and going from k =1 to k = 00 and so on. So we obtain the following system of equations (Oik Kroneckers symbol),
O . (5) and (7) IV A -u1 2~c onst ßt 2 .
Proof. The matrix AS 1 is skew-symmetric anel by Carasso [3,5]
where a =' ß1T 2 -(y/2) -E~0 independent of 6x and 6t. 
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'St,k lS a llnear comblnatlon of 6t U ttt ' u xxxx' and 6X 2 b ,the derivatives being evaluated at points of Z+ xxx . .
, .
intermediate to successivemesh points,therefore IS~,klc onst 6t 2 . Putting lenl~= 6x(e n )Ten and appr~ising (8) by means of (6) we obtain
which proves the theorem.
If lu ( . , t) -u~1~const e-at (a~0)
then we must have -1.
Let now Z = GX(-oo,oo)and consider the parabolic problem Ivf,-U 00~const (f,x + f,t ). Proof ..Appraising (14) by (15) +. exp -'2 0 b('S) ds) e(x,t) =0, (x-,t)'~Z,
We may apply Theorem 2 to this problem if as Lees [20] taking into a9count U O = U N again; this completes the proof. instead of (20) provided that llt/ llx = const.
..
.Bi therto we have Ut~X, t) replaced by the finite differencẽ~p roximation (u(x, t +8)~u(x,~-~»/28 (8~0).
.We consider as before the periodic problem (17) and approximate the differential equation as in (3) but for u t we choose finally the well"known approximation
Collecting the MxN differene equations in the described way we obtain instead of (10) the following system of L Rare less than one ln absolute value for 0~O. Thus
Secondly, we show . (I + nZ) .explicitly and it can then be shOwn that the- 
